


experience and know-how 
Trust zenon for enhanced energy generation and distribution. 

zenon is proven in: 

 local control for substations of any voltage level 

 in control centers for medium voltage

 in hydro-electric power plants 

 for farm management for renewable energy

 resources (like wind and photovoltaic)

global presence – local care
We’re present in over 25 countries, providing local support 

together with our competence partners, and looking out for 

your needs. Our headquarters in Salzburg, Austria, takes care 

of product development and quality management to maintain 

the highest standards in reliability and security. This is also 

true for all our drivers and supported protocols. Certiicates 

like the KEMA certiicate for our IEC 61850 driver underwrite 

our quality standards.    
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clear focus and strong 
partnerships
COPA-DATA focuses purely on developing world-class auto-

mation software. Within the COPA-DATA Partner Community 

we support our strong network of system integrators and 

technology partners, thus ensuring the consistent delivery of 

reliable and secure solutions to all clients.

COPA-DATA has been active in the energy industry for nearly 20 years. In 2006, we 

launched the automation software zenon Energy Edition as an edition of zenon, specially 

dedicated to the needs of the energy industry. With it’s IEC 60870 and DNP3 driver, 

zenon became a well-known player in substation automation. The introduction of the 

IEC 61850 driver and its KEMA certification was a further important step towards 

becoming the leading system for communication, visualization and control.

energy  I  the clever solution

 Preface.
 copa-data , your reliable partner in the energy industry.
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energy  I  the clever solution

No matter where zenon is applied. Your 

benefits are rapid engineering, sovereign 

reliability and industry-leading security.

with over 20,000 installations, zenon is 
irmly established in the energy industry. 

The clever solution for a 
broad range of applications
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energy  I  why switch to zenon

Create sophisticated and secure applica-

tions with only a few mouse clicks. With 

zenon Editor, the most eficient engi-

neering environment on the market, 

you will become an expert in no time. 

Get started quickly and create your irst 

working project in less than an hour thanks to intuitive use 

and out-of-the-box functionalities. Over 20,000 zenon instal-

lations in the Energy Industry speak for themselves – you can 

trust in a realiable and proven system. In order to further se-

cure your project‘s success, our technical consultants reliably 

support you whenever you need them.

Why switch to zenon? 
save time in engineering, create leading-edge automation 
projects and delight your customers.





high return on investment (roi) 
in system implementation
zenon stands for optimum return on investment with effec-

tive, fast and secure engineering and the ability to integrate 

perfectly in heterogeneous infrastructures. 

We can guarantee this through:

 Very lexible, large bandwidth of applications, 

 few restrictions

 Rapid engineering

 Distributed engineering capabilities

 Open product – easy to extend 

 (with integration of VBA or VSTA .NET)
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energy  I  why switch to zenon

low total cost of ownership (tco)
in system operation
The system’s lifetime operating and maintenance costs are 

crucial. Eficient project maintenance and readiness for ex-

pansion make zenon a system with excellent TCO.

Made possible by:

 Openness and independence

 Eficient maintenance

 Modularity

 Backward compatibility

Aim for optimal profitability.











integrated status 
lags
A zenon Energy Edition tag allows 

up to 64 status lags in addition to its 

value and time stamp. The status lags 

include: 

 Protocol speciic information 

 (e.g. IEC 60870-5: Not Topical, 

 Invalid, Substituted, Cause of 

 Transmission, Blocked)

 Product-speciic information 

 (e.g. breaker trip, network select)

 User-speciic information 

 (set by programming interface). 

client/server 
zenon client/server network technol-

ogy provides a completely platform in-

dependent solution. Beneit from con-

sistent availability and zero downtime 

through the intelligent redundancy 

concept. Redundancy in zenon guaran-

tees interruption-free redundancy and 

lossless data recording. 

zenon makes distributed operations 

simple and secure to set up, operate and 

maintain.

The setup in zenon is done with 

a few mouse clicks due to the native 

network functionality. Project updates 

can be implemented while the system 

is running, keeping the system online, 

available and operating at all times.

zenon client/server network tech-

nology provides a completely platform 

independent solution. zenon makes dis-

tributed operations simple and secure 

to set up, operate andmaintain.

redundancy
Beneit from consistentavailability and 

zero downtime through the intelligent 

redundancy concept. Redundancy in 

zenon guarantees interruption-free re-

dundancy and lossless data recording.

network setup
The setup in zenon is done with a few 

mouse clicks due to the native incor-

porated network functionality. Project 

updates can be implemented while the 

system is running, keeping the sys-

tem online, available and operating at  

all times.
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 communication & independence  I  energy
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multi-project management
In zenon Runtime multiple projects can run simultaneously. 

This means you can split up large projects easily into different 

smaller projects. Enjoy advantages in project maintenance, 

load distribution and sophisticated network functionalities 

like zenon’s circular redundancy.

event list 
The event list records all relevant events and cannot be ma-

nipulated, which makes it ideally suited for full traceability of 

all user actions and system events.

user management
Well-deined user management is the key to secure opera-

tions. Each element can be assigned to one of 128 user right 

levels, to give you full lexibility to integrate any security 

concept.

In addition, zenon Energy Edition is fully Windows 7 

compatible, which means that it can be integrated into Win-

dows user administration.

drivers and protocols
Drivers and communication protocols are the key to integrate 

systems with great lexibility and performance. COPA-DATA 

develops all drivers in-house and has native driver knowl-

edge. This guarantees the maximum in performance, security 

and support. zenon enables full freedom and lexibility with 

over 300 native drivers and support for all relevant protocols.

automatic engineering and 
project wizards 
Use predeined wizards or create your own ones for recur-

ring engineering tasks. You are also supported by automated 

export and import of language iles when creating multi-lan-

guage applications.

distributed engineering
In the engineering stage projects can be made available cen-

trally and can then be edited from several workplaces. This 

way, teams work together eficiently, coniguring regardless 

of location. zenon ensures safe synchronization. For en-

hanced engineering security, project backups can be created 

automatically.




